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In a recent article, Jedrziewski and colleagues1 presented feasibility data for their African Dance intervention among older community-dwelling African American adults. One of their assertions was that racial congruence among all staff is a necessity for successful exercise trials with older African American participants1. The purpose of this commentary is to provide a different perspective on the question of racial congruence, based on our own experience recruiting and retaining older African American adults into a physical activity promotion study.

The efforts of Jedrziewski and colleagues to better enhance and develop research engagement among older African American adults are highly commendable as few studies have sought to intervene exclusively with this population despite the great need. The prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is high in the general population2. Studies have shown that the incidence of AD among African Americans may be as much as twice as high compared to non-Hispanic white Americans3,4. For example, US census standardized estimates of AD incidence was 4% in African Americans and 2% in non-Hispanic white Americans according to the Chicago Health and Aging Project5. The disparities in cognitive outcomes that African Americans face are driven by a variety of early life risk factors including environment, lifestyle, and metabolic and cardiovascular chronic disease6. Yet, African Americans participate in aging research less frequently than non-Hispanic white Americans7. Therefore, there are now efforts underway to identify strategies to both recruit and retain African Americans into AD-related research studies8. Many studies outside of the dementia field have documented successful recruitment strategies for African Americans, including mass media and grass-roots methods9-11. It has also been noted that utilizing African American recruiters12,13 and outreach coordinators14 and receiving an endorsement from community leaders are key components15.

Like Jedrziewski and colleagues1, our group is specifically concerned with recruiting older African American adults into AD-related physical activity promotion studies. Our research is conducted in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Whereas 46% of older non-Hispanic white Americans report 150 minutes per week of moderate to vigorous physical activity, only 33% of older African Americans meet this criteria16. These data suggest that older African Americans are especially well poised to benefit from physical activity promotion programs. Therefore, we designed the Program for African American Cognition and Exercise (PAACE), a randomized...
clinical trial designed to assess the effectiveness of a physical activity intervention on cognitive functioning in older African Americans. We recruited 56 older African American adults aged 65 to 85 years. PAACE participants were randomized into either a physical activity group (PAG) or a successful aging group (SAG) for 12 weeks. Outcome measures included physical function, cognitive function, blood pressure, cardiometabolic blood biomarkers, quality of life, and mood. Participants in the SAG attended twelve, 30-60 minute group sessions at Pennington Biomedical. The group sessions were structured to foster interactive discussion on topics including healthy eating, living wills, and dementia awareness. Participants in the PAG attended two supervised physical activity sessions per week, and participants were instructed to engage in 2-3 days of physical activity at home. The program was informed by older African Americans and took place in a local YMCA facility.

Each potential participant’s first exposure to the study usually came through community-based outreach efforts or via the study website. We utilized community-based outreach methods previously shown to be effective by the investigators, including presentations at churches, tabling at health fairs, and attendance at other community events specifically targeting African Americans. If interested, a phone screen, orientation session, and baseline clinic visit would be required before being randomized. Community-based outreach efforts were mainly conducted by the institution’s outreach coordinator, supplemented by a research assistant (LC) and one of the Co-PIs (RN), all of whom were African Americans aged 35-55. Another recruiter, staff who completed the face-to-face orientations and clinic visits, and the study coordinator were non-Hispanic white Americans. Furthermore, the leaders for the PAG were either non-Hispanic white Americans or Hispanic Americans aged 25-30. The leader of the SAG was a 61-year old African American woman who was a Registered Dietitian and Certified Diabetes Educator. All intervention staff were employees of Pennington Biomedical and trained in Good Clinical Practices and Cultural Competency. Our study achieved 93% and 87% attendance in the PAG and the SAG, respectively. Overall, 92% of participants completed both the baseline and 12-week assessments.

There are notable similarities and differences between the studies that have implications for cultural congruence. Both studies recruited cognitively normal older African American adults, were physical activity interventions, and were short-term. However, there was also one important difference: the Jedrziewski study was culturally-tailored, in that the physical activity arm engaged in African dance and the control arm received education in African American history. Racial concordance may be especially important for such a culturally-tailored intervention, to address both surface and deep structure.

Like Jedrziewski and colleagues, most studies targeting African Americans utilize racially concordant recruitment staff when making the first contact with potential participants. This practice likely helps establish rapport. However, staffing constraints may make racial concordance across all aspects of participant’s experience difficult to achieve. Our experiences show that racial discordance can still result in successful recruitment and high attendance. Therefore we draw different conclusions from that of Jedrziewski and colleagues — race concordance was far from essential to successfully complete a relatively large physical activity trial in older African Americans.
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